I. Introduction
A proposal is being developed to modify LAMPF for use as a spallation-neutron soml. he would require a 1 MW average beam as the input driver, with consi&rathbeing given fora future u p * to 5- 
MW.

IV. Beam Macropulse Structure and Repetition
Rate
The storage ring design for this neutron spallation source has a one-time transit time of 671 ns. In order to allow time for kicker magnet rise-time, the beam must have a notch, so the beam time profile is 436 ns "on" and 235 ns "off". In order to obtain an average beam power of 1 MW, the average beam stored in the rings must be 1.25 mA (at 800 MeV). Assuming a 90% capture efficiency in the rings, the linac average output current must be 1.39 mA. Assuming a rep rate of 60 Hz and a macropulse length of 1.2 ms, the average current during the macropulse must be 19.5 mA. Given the chopping rate described above (65%), the peak current during the "on" time of the macropulse is 30 mA. The SCL consists of 44 modules, each driven by a 1.25 MW klystron. Very little of this portion of the accelerator will need to be changed for the 1 MW driver. The primary changes would come in the low-level feedback/feedforward conwls.
Structure power, beam power, and RF power requirements for the RFQ, DTL's, and SCL are shown in Table 2 . The RF generator size for the new sections is nominally 1.25 MW based on the existing Ground Test Accelerator (GTA), LAMPF, and Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) klystron technology. Twoklystron modulators based on the GTA technology3 would be used for all new klystrons. Small RF generators (10 kW or less) are needed for matching section cavities between the RFQ and f i t DTL and between the two DTL's. These amplifiers will either be solid state (if the power is low) or mode or tetrode-based cavity amplifiers (if more than a few kW is needed).
The output beam is shared between two storage ringsl, one operating at 40 Hz and one at 20 Hz. This output requires that the injector be pulsed at a 120 Hz rate, but the RF in the accelerator cavities is pulsed only at the "syncopated' rate shown in Figure 3 . The RF therefore must be capable of repeating at a 120 Hz rate but averages only 60 pulses per second.
V. The LAMPF SCL
There is one area of concern with the SCL. Some of the low energy modules are very long because four separate tanks are bridge-coupled together and driven by a single klystron. The measured p u p delay from the drive point to one end of the structure is about l-ps in these modules, and the loaded Q of the structure is about 9000, giving a fill time of about 3.5 ps. It is therefore impossible for the RF feedback system to keep up with the chopping rate of the beam because the response time GeV can go two ways. In the first, an afterburner @haps supmohting) would be addeddo the existing structure to raise the outplt energy from 800 MeV to 1600 MeV. This scheme assumes that operation at 1 MW has shown the capability for successful operation with 2.5 times more current. In the second scheme, the complete SCL structure and perhaps some of the DTL struchms would be replaced with a new structure @ertraps superconducting).
